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This realistic, action-packed book will keep you on your toes the whole time you read it! It is the second book in the Clara Humble series. This book is about a girl named Clara Humble and her friend Bradley. Their favorite TV quiz show that they watch every day is auditioning for kids in their town! Clara immediately decided to try out for the show, training with Bradley's help of course. But when Bradley is also chosen to be in the show, things get complicated. Bradley has to go against Clara. I really liked the main character, Clara. She is bold and ready for anything. But she does tend to underestimate people a bit.

This is the first time I have ever read this kind of book. This book isn’t just about the gameshow Clara and Bradley go in, it’s about how friendship can be tested and tried. I would rate this book a 5/5 stars. I really enjoyed it because this is the type of book I like to read. Action packed, but with a bit of suspense. I would recommend this book to people who are ages 9-11.
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